Characteristics of bamboo defects in peapod-grown double-walled carbon nanotubes
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Single-walled carbon nanotubes can function as nanoscale reaction chambers for growing smaller nanotubes within the host tube from encapsulated fullerenes by annealing. The diameter of the host outer tube restricts the diameter of the inner tube due to van der Waals interactions but not its chirality: it is possible that inner tubes with different chiralities start to grow in different places at the same time. A straight junction occurs at the connection of these two tubes which we refer to as bamboo defects. We show that localized states appear in the calculated density of states associated with these bamboo defects, some of them close to the Fermi level, and present a detailed theoretical study of ballistic transport through double-walled tubes where the inner shell contains bamboo defects. We find that the presence of bamboo defects should be possible to detect through electronic-transport measurements and the number of bamboo defects per unit length can be extracted from the structure of the resonances appearing in the transmission coefficient.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Peapods—single-walled carbon nanotubes filled with fullerenes—are of great interest in nanoscience due to their rich physics. One particular use of peapods is the synthesis of double-walled carbon nanotubes (DWCNTs): by annealing peapods the fullerenes within the host nanotube slowly coalesce and transform into an inner nanotube. The formation of the inner tubes has been confirmed by Raman spectroscopy. However, there is a major difference between such peapod-grown DWCNTs and other (e.g., chemical-vapor deposition grown) DWCNTs: NMR measurements on peapod-grown DWCNT samples have shown that the inner shells of such tubes exhibit a nearly uniformly metallic spin relaxation, suggesting that all inner tubes are metallic. This contradicts the fact that the chirality distribution of the inner tubes is only restricted by the diameter of the outer shell, and therefore contains semiconducting tubes such as (6,4), as shown by Raman measurements. Furthermore, it has been shown that interwall interaction does not result in a semiconductor-metal transition for most inner tubes, hence the surprising result of the aforementioned NMR measurements is still unexplained. Recently, it was reported that the inner tubes exhibit an unexpectedly large electron spin resonance (ESR) signal, showing features reminiscent of localized states appearing during annealing. Furthermore, when grinding such samples the Raman signal of the inner tubes disappears suggesting that the inner tubes are not as durable as the outer shells, i.e., they break easily under mechanical strain.

All of these experimentally observed features can be explained by the presence of a special kind of defect which could, in principle, appear in the inner walls during the growth process. For a given outer tube there are several different inner tubes which could grow during the annealing, since the van der Waals distance only restricts the diameter of the inner shell and not its chirality. At the very least, left- and right-handed varieties of the same chiral nanotube could grow in a given outer tube at the same time, e.g., (6,4) and (4,6). Furthermore, there is no reason why the inner shell could not start to grow in multiple places along the tube axis simultaneously. Therefore it is possible that during the annealing process the fullerenes start to coalesce at different places at the same time and inner tubes with different chiralities or with the same chirality but different handedness emerge. When these tubes of different chiralities come into contact, a junction will be formed. Such a junction is illustrated in Fig. 1, showing the case of the junction of a (6,4) and a (4,6) nanotube. In the remainder of the paper, we will refer to these junctions as bamboo defects. The presence of such defects would introduce mechanical strain at the junctions—especially when different chiralities are involved and the junction would prefer a bent geometry as opposed to the straight geometry enforced upon it by the outer shell—which should account for the fragile nature of the inner shell and, as we will show below, localized defect states appear at the junctions which are very close to the Fermi level and

FIG. 1. (Color online) The geometry of the bamboo defect in a (6,4)-(4,6) nanotube junction. The top and bottom panels are different views of the same geometry. Pentagons and heptagons are highlighted within the junction. The diameter of the tube expands near the pentagon defects and contracts near the heptagon defects. There are two nonequivalent junctions in the unit cell, the length of which depends on the density of junctions (65 Å in this case).
could, in principle, provide an explanation for the aforementioned NMR and ESR measurements.

In this paper we present a detailed study of the bamboo defects on the example of the (6,4) inner tube. We employ first-principles density-functional theory (DFT) to obtain the optimal geometry and the electronic density of states. We use a tight-binding scheme to describe the electronic-transport properties of a double-walled tube comprising a (10,10) outer tube and the aforementioned inner shell. We show that due to the presence of defect states localized on the bamboo-junctions resonance dips appear in the transmission profile of a double-walled tube which are completely absent if there are no junctions, hence the presence of the bamboo defects can be confirmed through transport measurements. Furthermore, we show that the bamboo-defect density (i.e., the number of bamboo defects per unit length) can be determined from the resonance profile.

II. METHOD

The starting geometries of the bamboo junctions were constructed based on simple symmetry considerations which define the topology of the junction.9 We took two finite pieces of right-handed and left-handed nanotubes and connected them in a way that—beyond the usual hexagons—only pentagons and heptagons appear in the carbon lattice, since these are the defects that emerge in Stone-Wales transformations.10 Once the topology was found, we performed a simple preoptimization by setting all bond lengths to the usual 1.42 Å value and relaxing the structure with simple molecular dynamics. The resulting geometry was then used to construct the input for the DFT calculations (full geometry optimization and density of states, see below).

In order to perform calculations on realistic system sizes we need periodic boundary conditions. If we have a junction of a right-handed and a left-handed nanotube of the same chiral index, then the unit cell must contain two nonequivalent junctions if we are to apply periodic boundary conditions. This can be constructed as follows. Since there is a mirror plane symmetry at the junction (perpendicular to the tube axis), if we take an arbitrary finite piece of the nanotube—which contains exactly one bamboo junction and is long enough such that the geometry at one of the ends of this finite piece corresponds to that of a pristine nanotube and apply the $U$ symmetry operation11 to the system (i.e., a 180° rotation about the symmetry axis perpendicular to the tube surface and going through the middle of a carbon-carbon bond) at a point far enough from the junction then we will end up with a geometry which contains two nonequivalent junctions, one of which connects a left-handed piece to a right-handed one while the other connects the same right-handed piece to another left-handed one. By cutting this structure at the mirror planes of the two equivalent junctions we obtain the unit cell for the periodic calculation (see Fig. 1).

This geometry was optimized with first-principles density-functional theory; we used the Vienna $ab$ initio Simulation Package (VASP) (Refs. 12–14) in the local-density approximation (LDA) with the projector augmented-wave method.15,16 After obtaining the optimal geometry, we calculated the LDA density of states and used the junction geometry to construct longer supercells for the transport calculations (see below). During the LDA relaxation of the geometries we applied a plane-wave cut-off energy of 500 eV. Having more than 300 atoms per unit cell, it proved to be enough to use a single $k$ point in this step. Optimization was performed until all forces fell below 3 meV/Å. The electronic density of states was obtained from the band structure using a Green’s function method; the band structure itself was calculated in a total of 11 irreducible $k$ points.

Once the geometry is fully optimized, we can extract the parameters of the screw-axis operation of the nanotube11 from the results. A nanotube can be built up by consecutively applying the screw-axis symmetry operation to the atoms of the helical unit cell (which contains $2\gcd$ atoms, where $\gcd$ is the greatest common divisor of the chiral indices), i.e., the geometry is obtained by applying

$$\{C_{\alpha}[a]^t, \ t = 0, \pm 1, \pm 2, \ldots\,$$

where $C_{\alpha}$ is the rotation and $a$ is the translation component of the screw-axis operation, and $t$ is an integer. In a nanotube containing bamboo junctions the parameters $a$ and $\alpha$ vary along the length of the tube, as does the radial coordinate of the atoms. The size of a bamboo junction can be determined by looking at these parameters and calculating the distance measured from the middle of the junction where the length dependence falls off. Beyond this distance the helical symmetry could be used to elongate the structure by increasing the normal section of the tubes resulting in larger distances between neighboring bamboo defects. This method was applied to construct the inner shells of the double-walled nanotubes used as input for a series of calculations to determine the effect of bamboo defects on electron transport.

The electronic transport calculations were performed using the well-known Landauer-Büttiker formalism.17 The Hamiltonians used in the transport calculations were constructed using the intermolecular Hückel (IMH) model, which is a tight-binding model where a distance-dependent tight-binding scheme describes the interactions between different layers of a multiwalled nanotube while the physics of the individual layers is described by a nearest-neighbor tight-binding approximation.18,19 The IMH model is known to give a good description of intershell interactions in double-walled and multiwalled carbon nanotubes.6,20,21

III. BAMBOO STATES

The optimized geometry of the (6,4)-(4,6) nanobamboo junction can be seen in Fig. 1. In this geometry the junction is straight and contains two heptagon-pentagon defects. The chosen unit cell contains 536 atoms and is 65.07 Å long. There are two nonequivalent junctions in a single unit cell, so the distance between the junctions is about 32 Å.

Figure 2 shows the spatial dependence of the local tube radius and the helical translation parameter along the tube axis. The junction is on the left-hand side of the figure. All these parameters are oscillating around the value corresponding to the pristine (6,4) nanotube and their difference is de-
One of the most interesting features of these defect states is that their energy strongly depends on the distance of the bamboo defects. By varying the distance between the junctions the position of these peaks could be tuned such that, e.g., at a length of only 6.26 Å between two junctions, the peaks were tuned exactly to the Fermi energy (see Fig. 4). On the other hand at such a high defect density the DOS has completely forgotten the structure of the original (6,4) nanotube, all the Van Hove singularities have disappeared. However, this is not supported by Raman measurements on DWCNTs grown from peapods which clearly show that there is no splitting for the $E_\text{g}$ optical transitions of the inner tubes, confirming the presence of Van Hove singularities in the DOS of the inner tubes. This allows us to give an upper estimate of the bamboo-defect density by calculating the DOS with different defect distances, gradually increasing the distance of the defects until the Van Hove peaks characteristic of a pristine nanotube emerge. This calculation involves geometries containing up to 7000 atoms, hence we used a simple nearest-neighbor tight-binding approximation with a hopping energy of 2.5 eV for this step (i.e., the intramolecular part of the IMH model). We have found that the Van Hove singularities in the tight-binding level DOS of the pristine (6,4) nanotube are restored in the bamboo-junction calculation if the distance between the bamboo defects is around 300 Å or larger. This gives us a lower estimate of

FIG. 2. (Color online) The helical translation parameter of the screw-axis symmetry operation and the radial coordinate of the atoms of the (6,4) nanotube in a (6,4)-(4,6) nanobamboo geometry. The origin of the $z$ axis is placed at one of the junctions, and the figure is plotted up to half way toward the next junction. The parameters converge toward the values of the pristine nanotube as we move away from the junction. The rotation parameter of the screw axis (not shown) is more-less constant and corresponds to the pristine value.

FIG. 3. (Color online) LDA electronic density of states for the (6,4)-(4,6) nanobamboo geometry (solid) with 32.54 Å between neighboring junctions compared with the density of states of the pristine (6,4) nanotube (dashed).

FIG. 4. (Color online) LDA electronic density of states for the (6,4)-(4,6) nanobamboo geometry (solid) with 6.26 Å between neighboring junctions compared with the density of states of the pristine (6,4) nanotube (dashed).
solution of the eigenvalue equation with eigenvalue $H_{hc}$ from the Hückel calculations, expected. zólyomi et al.

This means that localized states of different energies can appear within the band gap, which may form a band of their own where low-energy excitations should be possible. This may explain the NMR and ESR measurements mentioned in Sec. I, as we discuss below.

Beyond being able to estimate the upper bound of the bamboo-defect density, the tight-binding calculation is also helpful for confirming that the sharp peaks near the Fermi level are indeed localized states. The DOS near the Fermi level is very similar on the tight-binding and DFT levels in particular, the energy of the localized peaks is nearly identical in the two calculations, hence the tight-binding linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) coefficients of the electron states corresponding to the defect peaks in the DOS can be used to easily determine whether the defect states are localized or not. Figure 5 shows the LCAO coefficients for four of the tight-binding electron states. In this figure, the $z$ coordinate is along the tube axis and there are two junctions, their locations are marked by the dashed lines. The upper panel depicts the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO). These states are localized on the bamboo junction at the right edge of the figure. Each of these states is doubly degenerate and their pairs are localized on the other junction. The reason for this degeneracy is simply the inversion symmetry of the geometry. The lower panel depicts two states that are far from the Fermi level, HOMO-5 and LUMO+5. Both of these states are highly delocalized and the vast majority of the electron states are like this. Thus we can conclude that the bamboo defects are characterized by the appearance of localized states near the Fermi energy.

### IV. SIGNIFICANCE

The presence of localized states in the DOS originating from the junctions studied here has a significant impact on the physical properties of the inner tubes. As mentioned in Sec. I, recent measurements have shown that the ESR signal of the inner shells of peapod-grown DWCNTs is unusually high, and localized states may be responsible for this phenomenon. Furthermore, NMR spin-relaxation measurements suggest that all inner tubes are metallic or at least they all have states near the Fermi level. The presence of bamboo junctions could explain this finding for the following reasons.

As detailed above, there is a lower bound for the average distance of the bamboo junctions based on the features of the Raman measurements. However, this is only the average, in a real experiment these distances likely have some kind of distribution: some junctions are very close others are very far apart. Therefore, since the energy of the bamboo states depends on the distance of bamboo junctions, the energy of the bamboo states will also have a distribution, resulting in the appearance of a series of localized states in the band gap with different energies. These states together form a defect band which is very close to the Fermi level. Within this band, low-energy excitations may be possible, although selection rules associated with the localized nature of the states within the band may prohibit them from participating in the NMR relaxations.

However, in a real experiment the tubes on the two sides of the bamboo junctions should have different chiralities most of the time, which have different Fermi levels. Therefore, if tubes of different chiralities are connected by a bamboo defect, it may be possible for one nanotube to dope the other. For example, there is a chance that when a semiconductor and a metal connect, charge transfer takes place between the bulk bands of the semiconductor nanotube and the localized states of the junction, resulting in the appearance of low-energy excitations in the band structure of the semiconducting tube after this shift in occupations takes place. This is of course an effect which requires detailed studies, and at this stage we cannot say whether the energetics in such a system would allow for such charge redistribution. Furthermore, due to the shape of the junction, interactions with the outer tube should be considered when attempting to look at this effect. In fact, it is already an important question whether the bond lengths and bond angles in the junction will be significantly modified by the presence of the outer tube as compared to a single-walled scenario used in our calculations.

Beyond the aforementioned measurements, the bamboo junctions are very important for the structural stability of the nanotubes as well. Single-walled tubes are known to have very high stability toward mechanical manipulations due to
their high Young’s moduli. The inner tubes of peapod-grown double-walled tubes are, however, known to be mechanically unstable, they are destroyed by grinding the sample while the outer tubes remain intact. This effect can be explained by the presence of the junctions discussed here. Each junction is formed at the cost of the appearance of a number of pentagon-heptagon defects, which make the junctions rigid and therefore they should be more likely to break than a pristine nanotube. Furthermore, when two different chiralities merge, the junction is typically not straight and being forced into a straight outer shell, even if the outer tube bends to accommodate the inner tube, strain will arise associated with the external boundary condition, which will further contribute to possible breaking of the junctions if the sample is subjected to external mechanical strain. The shorter the normal pieces between consecutive junctions the more fragile the inner tubes should be. Thus the presence of these junctions could easily explain why the inner tubes seem to break when grinding the sample.

V. ELECTRONIC TRANSPORT

So far we have demonstrated the basic properties and the significance of bamboo defects in the inner walls of peapod-grown DWCNTs. However, none of the above cited experiments give any conclusive confirmation of the existence of these bamboo junctions. One possible way of identifying bamboo defects in a nanotube sample could be the use of high-resolution transmission electron microscopy along the full length of a series of peapod-grown DWCNTs, which is an experiment that would be most worthwhile to perform. Another possibility lies in the study of the electronic-transport properties of DWCNTs. In the following, we will demonstrate that the presence of bamboo junctions in a DWCNT can be detected through transport measurements. Furthermore, we will show that the bamboo-defect density along the nanotube can be extracted from the resonance profile in the electronic transmission.

Metallic carbon nanotubes are ballistic conductors with a widely studied transmission profile. The number of open channels in an armchair nanotube is 2 near the Fermi energy and shows a stepwise increase as we move away from the Fermi level. Like in the case of any molecular nanowire, interaction with molecules attached to the nanotube will produce resonance dips in the transmission coefficient: the transmission probability suffers a significant decrease at the energies corresponding to the energy levels of the attached molecule. Similarly, if molecules are encapsulated within a nanotube, the interaction causes the transmission to decrease at certain energies. In the following we will show that in DWCNTs, where the electron transport is through the outer layer, the presence of bamboo defects in the inner shell produces signature resonances in the transmission probability which are absent if the inner shell is a pristine nanotube.

We have performed calculations on the electronic-transport properties of DWCNTs comprising a (10,10) outer shell and a (6,4) inner shell. We considered a two-contact scenario where the leads are attached to the outer shell of the DWCNT. The outer shell is considered infinite while the inner shell is finite; only the outer shell is in contact with the leads. If there was no inner shell, the transmission probability from one end of the (10,10) nanotube to the other would be a step function, as determined by the number of open channels. This is shown as the dotted line in Fig. 6. However, in the case of a DWCNT, interaction between the two shells reduces the transmission probability. The transmission of a (6,4)@(10,10) DWCNT with contacts touching only the outer shell is shown as the dashed line in Fig. 6. As it can be seen, the transmission is decreased at energies that are more than roughly 0.8 eV from the Fermi level, as expected. There is no change at smaller energies since the inner tube is a (6,4) nanotube, which is a semiconductor and has no states in that energy region. This was the case of a pristine inner tube.

Now, if we perform the same calculation with a (6,4)-(4,6) nanobamboo geometry, then due to the localized states near the Fermi level, we would expect some kind of change in the transmission through the outer shell at low energies as well. Indeed, as it can be seen in Fig. 6, several dips appear between −0.8 and 0.3 eV for the bamboo-junction geometry (solid line). This effect is shown in greater detail in Fig. 7, which zooms in on the low-energy region. The figure clearly shows that the features in the bamboo-junction geometry are completely absent if the inner tube is a pristine nanotube. Furthermore, there are multiple peaks appearing in the transmission profile and the peak structure depends on the average distance of the junctions, this is discussed below.

For comparison, we have also calculated the transmission for a peapod geometry, replacing the inner tube with C60 fullerene molecules. The result of this calculation is shown in the inset of Fig. 6. As it can be seen, there are some features in the transmission profile due to the interaction between the fullerenes and the nanotube, as expected. These features
can be used to determine the average distance of the junctions. This fine structure can be expected to appear in the transmission probability. Furthermore, as it was noted above, the bamboo junctions cause multiple dips in the transmission probability of the $6,4@(10,10)$ DWCNT. The curve labeled DWCNT depicts the case when the inner shell is a pristine $(6,4)$ while the ones labeled Bamboo3 and Bamboo9 depict the cases when the inner shell is a $(6,4)-(4,6)$ nanobamboo geometry. The Bamboo3 geometry contains 3 junctions which are roughly 80 Å apart, while the Bamboo9 geometry contains nine junctions which are roughly 30 Å apart. (In both cases full periodic boundary conditions were applied to the outer shell geometry which was of length 340 Å.) The curve labeled peapod depicts the transmission through a peapod geometry. The four curves are shifted along the transmission axis for sake of clarity. For the top two curves, only the maximum transmission (2.0) is printed on the axes with the 2.0 on the right to the left corresponding to the peapod curve and the 2.0 on the right corresponding to the DWCNT curve. For the bottom two curves, the scale on the left side corresponds to the Bamboo9 curve while the scale on the right side corresponds to the Bamboo3 curve.

appears at energies corresponding to the energy levels of C$_{60}$, which are marked by vertical lines. These features, however, are far from the Fermi level and do not overlap with the peaks originating from the bamboo defects, as it can be clearly seen in Fig. 7. These results show that neither the pristine nanotube nor any residual C$_{60}$ molecules produce features that overlap with those originating from the bamboo defects. Therefore, if such peaks are found at low energies in a transport measurement on peapod-grown DWCNTs that have a semiconducting inner shell, they are a clear indication of the presence of bamboo junctions in the inner wall.

As noted above, the bamboo junctions cause multiple dips to appear in the transmission probability. Furthermore, as it can be seen in Fig. 7, the fine structure of these dips depends on the distance of the junctions. This fine structure can be used to determine the average distance of the junctions, which is a characteristic length scale for these structures.

In Fig. 7, we have shown results for two different bamboo-junction distances, spacings of roughly 30 and 80 Å. In both cases there are a number of easily identifiable dips where the transmission decreases significantly. The energy spacing of these dips is larger when the spacing of the junctions is smaller. In fact, the distance of these main dips in energy is inversely proportional to the distance of the junctions in real space. The reason for this is simple. Since the energy spectrum of the host nanotube is linear in this region, spacing in energy is directly proportional to a spacing in $k$ space, which is, of course, inversely proportional to a spacing in real space. In other words, due to the linear energy dispersion of carbon nanotubes at low energies, the separation of the strong reflection energies is inversely proportional to the distance of the junctions. This should be visible in the transmission even if the junctions are not spaced evenly, therefore it should be possible to extract the average junction distance from the energy dependence of the transmission coefficient.

Note that there are several smaller satellite peaks between the aforementioned strong reflection peaks in Fig. 7. These are artifacts of our calculation which only arise if the structure is fully periodic. They can be described by the Kronig-Penney model, and the number of satellite peaks is equal to $n−2$ for $n$ bamboo junctions. However, since in a real experiment the junctions are not evenly spaced and there should be nanotubes of different chiralities on the two sides of the junction in most cases, this feature will most certainly be averaged out. Only the main peaks should persist, which can be used to determine the average bamboo-defect density in the sample as detailed above.

It must be noted that in a real experiment the nanotubes contain traditional disorder in the form of, e.g., vacancies and Stone-Wales defects. In principal it could be possible that such defects will cause similar effects on the transmission as the bamboo junction and therefore the two cannot be distinguished. However, we argue that the bamboo junction is a unique type of defect that should produce a sharper signal than traditional defects due to the fact that, e.g., vacancies and Stone-Wales pairs are small defects involving a small number of atoms while a bamboo junction is an extended defect formed of several tens of atoms. While the bamboo junction is well localized along the tube axis, it extends around the full circumference of the nanotube, which is fundamentally different from the much more localized nature of the traditional defects which are much smaller. In the previous paragraph we argued that even when the bamboo junctions are randomly spaced as they likely are in a real sample, only the fine structure of the dips in the transmission will be averaged out and the main features will be retained. The same will not be true for, e.g., a Stone-Wales defect. Still, it might be possible for dips in the transmission caused by traditional defects to overlap the features caused by the bamboo junction, making it impossible to detect the aforementioned resonance dips. To test this, we have performed a calculation on the nine-junction Bamboo9 geometry (see Fig. 7) with additional disorder taken into account. We have introduced nine Stone-Wales pairs into the Bamboo9 geometry scattered randomly along the length of the inner tube. We have calculated the transmission through this DWCNT and averaged over ten random distributions. Our results are depicted in Fig. 8. It can be seen that one of the main dips of the bamboo junction are indeed overlapped by a quite noisy signal produced by the newly introduced Stone-Wales pairs, making it impossible to detect this resonance dip. However, the other two main dips are still very clearly visible even in the presence of Stone-Wales pairs. Therefore we conclude that the bamboo junctions we propose should be detectable experimentally even in a real, disordered DWCNT.
VI. STABILITY

Finally, we must address the question of the thermal stability of the bamboo junctions. In principle, one might think that at high temperatures the junctions could move along the axis of the nanotube similar to the movement of solitons. If this was the case, then the junctions could disappear during the annealing process since they could either move to the end of the nanotube where they could easily reconstruct (especially at an open end) or it would be possible for two junctions to cancel each other out in certain cases, similar to the annihilation of a soliton-antisoliton pair. For example, in our (6,4)-(4,6) nanobamboo geometry, there are junctions that connect a left-handed piece to a right-handed one, and junctions that connect a right-handed one to a left-handed one. The former and latter junctions are mirror opposites of each other and, should they be mobile along the tube, they should be able to consume each other through Stone-Wales transformations. If, however, the bamboo defects are not mobile along the tube, then such cancellation cannot take place and the junctions will be stable toward high temperatures and should persist during the annealing.

We have performed molecular-dynamics simulations to address this question. We used the DL_POLY molecular-dynamics package with the Tersoff potential and the NVT Berendsen thermostat. We ran the simulations for up to 3 ns in 0.5 fs time steps. We used a double-walled geometry with a (10,10) outer shell and a (6,4)-(6,4) nanobamboo inner shell with eight bamboo junctions. All atoms were allowed to move. We have found that the bamboo defects are stable up to simulation temperatures as high as 3500 K (see Fig. 9). For comparison, previous calculations in the literature with this method on peapods have shown that the method can describe the coalescence of C\textsubscript{60} fullerenes, albeit the method predicts a much higher temperature for the coalescence than the experiments: the simulation predicts coalescence begins at around 2500 K while the experiments take place at around 900 K. Nevertheless, since our calculations show that the bamboo junction is stable at temperatures much higher than the C\textsubscript{60} coalescence temperature predicted by the same method, we can safely conclude that the bamboo junctions are stable in the temperature range of the annealing, and therefore they should persist during the formation of the inner shells.

VII. CONCLUSION

We presented a study of bamboolike junctions in the inner tubes of peapod-grown double-walled carbon nanotubes. We have demonstrated that the junctions are energetically stable and are likely to form during the synthesis of the inner tubes. Molecular-dynamics simulations have shown that the junctions are stable even at high temperatures. We found tunable localized states around the Fermi energy both with density-functional theory and tight-binding level calculations. These states were confirmed to be localized around the junctions by looking at the LCAO coefficients of the molecular orbitals. We have shown that the bamboo defects in the inner tube of a double-walled tube leave signature resonances in the electronic-transmission coefficient, thus the junctions should be possible to detect by transport measurements.
more, the average distance of neighboring bamboo defects can be extracted from the transmission resonance profile.
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